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Tammany Hall
“What Are You Going To Do About It?”
Like many urban centers throughout
America, the history of the Democratic
Party in New York is forever linked to
a political machine. That organization was
New York’s legendary Tammany Hall.
There is a lot to learn from this history.

Thomas Nast, 1877
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From the magazine Judge: The rapacious Tammany Tiger ready to pounce on New York. 1903.

Democrats can’t do right by this country by relying on
30 second commercials and the immense amount of
money and time that is spent on “messaging”. Democrats
must connect with people in their own neighborhoods
and show that they are the Party of values through their
own action.
From the early 1800s through the
1960s, Tammany Hall and the local
organizations that formed its backbone were the dominant political force
in New York politics.
While primarily known for its rampant
corruption, Tammany Hall also provided
crucial services to the people of New York
in the years before the Governmental
enactment of many safety net programs.
In fact, many of F.D.R.’s New Deal initiatives were grafted from his experience
as a Democrat in New York. This piece
of Tammany’s legacy has long rested in
the dust bin of history, largely overshadowed by bad memories of the crooked
machine.
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In exploring new ways to strengthen
the Democratic Party, we have returned
to something old and largely forgotten.
The future can be found in the past.
A strong Democratic Party must consist of
hard-working, engaged citizens who care
about individuals in their communities.
Democrats can’t do right by this country by relying on 30 second commercials and the immense amount of money
and time that is spent on “messaging”.
Democrats must connect with people
in their own neighborhoods and show
that they are the Party of values through
their own action.
This history serves both as inspiration
and cautionary tale. It is the beginning
of a larger blueprint of what Democrats
have done right and what they have
done wrong.
The New York Times Magazine recently
ran a piece by Russell Shorto commenting on New York’s political relevance and
particularly on the positive lessons to be
taken from Boss Tweed and Tammany
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Hall. A link to the piece can be found
here.
There is much to be learned from exploring the past.

The Early Days:
“Historically, Tammany is the birthplace of the Democratic Party, dating
its origins to the Society of Saint
Tammany, organized two weeks after
George Washington took his oath of
ofﬁce. The Society... began as a fraternal order with liberal interests, and
was converted into a powerful political machine which played a major role
in electing....Presidents, beginning with
Thomas Jefferson in 1800.” (Tigers of Tammany.

property qualiﬁcations to vote. At this
time, Tammany already had approximately 1500 paying members. (pg. 18-19,
LaCerra)

The editor of Plunkitt of Tammany Hall
sums up this period in Tammany’s history concisely:
“Tammany began as a red-blooded
patriotic fraternity that took its name
from a long-vanished Indian chief.
Dedicated to keeping alive the ideals of

the Revolution and resisting any resurgence of Tory snobbery...”
As the years progressed, Tammany
became increasingly political and its
grip on New York City politics steadily
increased. By the 1830s, the Hall’s power
was ﬁrmly established and it began its
long history of civic engagement. In
the early days, Tammany helped build
sewers, construct mass transit, pipe
water, pave streets, construct homes,
run schools and act as a general relief
agency. (pg. 20, LaCerra)

Connable and Silberfarb, page16, 1967)

Tammany’s roots stretch to the preConstitution period of the United
States when the people of Philadelphia
celebrated a legendary Indian Chief,
Tamanend. His name was later anglicized as Tammany. Soon after, the
Society of Tammany was founded in
1789 in New York City as a patriotic
organization based strongly on anti-elitist principles.

Tammany’s ﬁrst building

The Society acquired its ﬁrst headquarters on the corner of Spruce and Nassau
streets in lower Manhattan in 1811. In its
earliest years, Tammany’s main objectives were the abolition of slavery, the
freedom of debtors, and the removal of

“THE DEMOCRATIC TIGER. GONE MAD.”
Cover Illustration for Harpers by Thomas Nast. 1876.
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‘What Are You Going To Do About It?
“...Tammany expanded and solidiﬁed its
political base by espousing the cause of
the huge numbers of immigrants ﬂooding into New York. It helped them get
settled, found them jobs... and gave
them aid when they were in need-all in
return for their votes. In due course, the
largest bloc of newcomers-the Irish-took
over the hall and made it their own.” (pg.
x, Allen)

“Tammany was about practical things:
about jobs, bread, inﬂuence; about the
neighborhood kid who needed a lawyer;
about the fees paid a subcontractor; and
about the hundred cases of champagne
and the two hundred kegs of beer waiting in the basement of the Hall for those
who endured ﬁve hours of July Fourth
speechifying.” (pg. xvi, Riordan)

“Boss” William Marcy Tweed

The Boss Era Begins
The election of former Congressman
Fernando Wood as Mayor of New York in
1854 is generally considered to mark the
beginning of the Boss Era of Tammany
Hall. Urban political bosses have since
become staples of machine politics.
Wood is widely considered to be the
most corrupt Mayor in New York history.
A prominent Copperhead Democrat, his
tenure coincided with the rise to power
of the infamous Boss, William M. Tweed.

“UNDER THE THUMB
THE BOSS Well, what are you going to do about it?”
Thomas Nast, 1871.
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Tweed was a former volunteer ﬁreman
with The Big Six Fire Company in downtown New York. His rise to and consolidation of power in Tammany Hall was quick,
following a brief stint in the United States
Congress. In 1856, he was elected to the
bi-partisan City Board of Supervisors. In
1860, he became the head of Tammany
Hall’s General Committee. This gave him
the power to control Democratic nominations to all city positions. In the same
year, he opened a law ofﬁce to collect
fees from corporations doing business
with the city. Along the way, he packed
important city ofﬁces with his cronies.
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Immigrants entering Ellis Island

In 1868, he became a state senator and
grand sachem of Tammany Hall.
With these positions, Tweed was able to
have his candidates elected to mayor,
governor, and speaker of state assembly. In 1870, he took control of the city
treasury. Between 1868 and 1871, he and
his associates milked New York of sums
estimated between $25 and $45 million—
approximately $1 billion in modern
dollars. (Britannica.com)
In 1873, Tweed and his ring were eventually brought to justice for their crimes.
Tweed escaped to Europe after being
imprisoned for the ﬁrst time only to be
caught in Spain by authorities who recognized his visage from the cartoons of
Thomas Nast. Upon return to America,
he eventually died in prison in 1878. The
three instrumental ﬁgures in Tweed’s
demise were Nast, Governor Samuel
Tilden and The New York Times.

Through his work with the pioneering
publication Harper’s Weekly, Thomas
Nast popularized the Democratic
Donkey, the Republican Elephant
and the Tammany Tiger and became
famous and wealthy with his scathing
cartoons portraying Tweed as the ruthless villain who allegedly muttered the
brazen phrase “What are you going to
do about it?”
“The public’s concept of a Tammany
boss had been etched
by
Thomas
Nast,
the nineteenth-century political caricatuist whose cartoons in
Harper’s Weekly during
Thomas Nast
the 1860s and 1870s
created the elephant, the donkey, and
the tiger as the symbols respectively of
the Republican Party, the Democratic
Party, and Tammany Hall. Nast’s particular target was William Marcy Tweed,

the head of a loose aggregation of ward
heelers and thieves who had taken over
what had once been a patriotic society known as the Society of Tammany
and used it as their political front to
control the Democratic Party in the
city and state of New York.” (pg. 12, Moscow)
“Tweed could well afford to ask of
the reformers ‘What are you going
to do about it?’ and Nast’s picture of
the giant thumb of the “Boss” pressing hard on Manhattan Island exactly
expressed the condition which
inspired that famous line.” (pg. 164, Paine)
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“Honest” John Kelly

Richard Croker

1860s-1960s: 100 Years
of the Machine
The Tweed scandals did little to stop
Tammany. The Democratic organization continued to operate for nearly 100
years. One reason for the continued success was that during his time as leader,
Tweed strengthened and shaped a culture of civic engagement that allowed
the organization to prevail in spite of
itself.
“‘Tweedism’ didn’t die out with Tweed.
Tammany Hall would bounce back and
remain in power in New York City politics for another ninety years, well until
the 1960s. A parade of strong leaders
starting with “Honest John” Kelly would
clean house and restore discipline. In
the twentieth century, Tammany would
spawn progressive leaders like Alfred
E. Smith who would transform its traditional immigrant roots into an agenda
of social legislation at the foundation of
Franklin Delano Roosevelt’s New Deal.”
(pg. 360, Ackerman)

Charles Francis Murphy

Carmine De Sapio

The succession of Democratic leaders who followed Tweed included both
honest and corrupt men. A few of those
who stood out include:
“Honest” John Kelly:
Kelly immediately followed Tweed and
worked to reform Tammany Hall, restoring its power in the 1870s.
Richard Croker:
Croker led the organization into the
twentieth century and presided over a
famously corrupt system, himself a part
of it.
Charles Francis Murphy:
Murphy followed Croker and renewed
respect for the organization by enforcing beneﬁcial social legislation and
whittling away at rampant corruption
and ‘honest graft’.
Carmine De Sapio:
De Sapio was Tammany’s ﬁnal leader,
losing power in 1963. During his leadership was known to lecture at Ivy League
colleges where he stressed that participating in politics was a key to being a
good citizen and that voters owed it to
themselves to encourage healthy Party
leadership.
Carmine De Sapio was succeeded by
Edward Costikyan, the ﬁrst Reform
leader of the New York County
Democratic Party. With De Sapio out of
power and with reformers in control,
Tammany Hall ceased to exist.
More on Costikyan can be found here.
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The consistent strength of Democratic
organizations like Tammany in urban
areas was based on the ﬂood of immigrants during the late 1800’s and
early 1900’s. This model revolutionized American politics. Prior to it, New
Americans were ignored and shunned
from the political system. Urban
Democratic organizations welcomed
and helped them, resulting in loyalty to
the Party.
Democratic workers and District Leaders
worked day and night in their communities, solving problems and creating a
sense of attachment to government for
their mostly poor constituents. By 1935,
New York had more than 1000 active
Democratic organizations. More than
250 had their own places to go.
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The Changing World
Despite powerful leaders, as the years
progressed, various forces in society and
good government reforms confronted
and weakened the powerful Democratic
organization. These trends occurred in
concert with the various successes that
the organizations achieved during the
early and mid-20th century.
Two of the most powerful trends that
diminished the organization’s power
were stricter immigration laws that made
it harder for the organization to increase
membership, and the increased number
of jobs provided through civil service
World War II and the New Deal made
Tammany’s civic engagement programs
and charitable activities less necessary.
“Roosevelt’s New Deal
was the most formidable enemy the
machine system had
ever known. Roosevelt’s
job-creating agencies,
the Works Projects
Franklin Delano
Administration, Public
Roosevelt
Works Administration, Civil Conservation
Corps, and his social security and unemployment-insurance programs, were
competition as disastrous for the
machine’s own welfare state as Macy’s
was to the old corner dry-goods store.”
(pg. 28, Moscow)

By the end of World War II, the nature
of American politics had changed.
Reformers rejected Democratic machine
or ‘regular’ organizations and formed
their own. Although they appreciated
civic engagement, they favored intellectual debate and eventually elected
their own local candidates, pushing the
Tammany men out of ofﬁce.

“A far greater threat to De Sapio, and
to the long-term possibility of any real
revival of Tammany Hall, was beginning
to come now from an entirely different
direction. This was the so-called Reform
movement, which originated in the late
1940s when large numbers of idealistic young men and women-many of the
men lawyers and World War II veteranstried to take part in local New York politics only to ﬁnd their way barred by the
old hands.” (pg. 275, Allen)

Tammany’s armies of neighborhood “politicians” and
workers created a true connection between government
and community.
Conclusion
With the defeat of Boss Carmine De Sapio
in 1963, Tammany truly died. The reform
movement, civil service, restricted immigration, the New Deal, and corruption
had taken their toll. Civic engagement
had declined. The power of patronage
had disappeared.
Tammany’s political clout had melted
away. In the end, only a convoluted legacy remained. On one hand,
Tammany Hall had given voice and aide
to countless immigrants. On the other, it
had left a tattoo of corruption and thievery on urban politics.
“...The Hall must also be seen as an integral part of America’s political coming
of age. Elections in the old days were
crooked because no one knew how to
regulate them; in time, the electorate
learned. Honest graft had once seemed
almost proper, but then conﬂict-of-interest laws banished it.
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And for every Tammany district leader
like Big Tim Sullivan exploiting the poor,
there was a John Kelly of Charles Francis
Murphy looking for ways to connect
the machine to better public service.
As Party politics grew and changed in
Tammany’s century and a half, the Hall
adapted itself, for better or for worse.
Finally history caught up with the Hall
and made it obsolete. (pg. 283, Allen)
Like other urban machines, the fact is
that Tammany Hall thrived to a certain
extent because it was necessary. Tammany’s armies of neighborhood “politicians” and workers created a true connection between government and community. Yes, Tammany did this to gain
votes rather than out of pure altruism.

However, Democratic organizations
helped countless people navigate New
York’s strange bureaucracies and provided people with jobs and services.
For the poor and immigrants, green in
a strange new country, these services
were invaluable.
Tammany operated for its own interests,
the by-product being the betterment
of life for hundreds of thousands of
New Yorkers.

Is there anything like this today? Do the Democrats in
your neighborhood have the time and resources to significantly engage themselves in the community? Democrats
are the Party of values but they need to show this to the
country by reaching out to individuals, as Democrats,
locally.
Our politicians are forced to spend too much of their time
raising money for wasteful advertisements rather than
having enough time to work with their own constituents.
Let’s take the good lessons from Tammany Hall’s history
and use them to strengthen a great Party.
The future of a great Party
is in your hands:

Be a Tiger.
Feel Good About Being Blue.
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